Executive Board Meeting Notes for May 5th 2020

Roll Call: @ 7:00 pm Alisa Trovato, Jason Oglesby, Tim Marks, Laura Lieber, Paul Mallo, George Dempsey, Sharron Brown,
Jack Heerdt, Katherine Scott, Karrie Mallo,
Public Comments: None
New Business: Ideas for the Season
a) Alisa would like to put a survey out via google docs to the parents asking if the season was to start in June and end
in August who is interested in still playing. We will discuss this further at our next meeting on May 19th. Still too
early to decide. We may have a modified season, we may have to start after the fourth of July. Have 7 refunds so
far. The part time travel teams can’t do both house and travel. Sharron to check with managers to see what they
would prefer. 8-9 weeks is our normal season, Jack says we can’t go past August due to overlap with other sports
like football and soccer. May have to combine pinto and mustang. Paul likes the idea of the survey but not yet.
Need to come up with a plan for 7U. May run it more like a clinic. With a two hour time slot, practice the first 45
min then play a game. Jacks says do this for the first two weeks. Can we start practicing sooner? Have ½ kids show
up then the other ½ come? Have 2 part time 9 U teams, have them play house and put 8 years old with them.
Reach out to the 9U managers and ask them. In the survey ask the parents to choose a division. Can’t run house
with 60% participation. Girls side- Put 8,9,10 year olds together. Have 3 levels on the girls side. Alisa has heard
nothing from the travel tournaments regarding cancelations.
Executor Reports:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)

Uniforms: Pants and socks still need to be ordered
Sponsorship: Not in attendance
Fields: Grass has been cut and fertilized, need to put up windscreen
Equipment: Nothing at this time
Field Scheduler: Nothing
Corresponding Secretary: Nothing
Recording Secretary: Nothing
Boys President: Will reach out to part time travel managers
Girls President: Nothing

Open discussion-Plumbing at Kolb, Alisa had a friend look at it. Spicket has a leak. Westside ordered covid masks, may be
something that we have to do. Dug outs need to be painted at Kolb, Sharron has a contact. Alisa to send OL logo to George
for windscreen. Dumpster at Kolb is full, will put out for garbage next week. Paul to reach out to Waste Management next
week.

Adjournment: 7:50 pm by Alisa

Next Meeting: Tuesday May 19th 7:00 PM on Zoom

